PowerMed's Document module, designed by Physicians, is one of the many keys to a paperless Dermatology office.

As a central part of Practice Suite software (EMR, Billing, and eLabs), the Document Module provides seamless transition from paper to electronic patient charting.

Practices using PowerMed software can take advantage of our advanced document management tools, PAC system, customizable SOAP templates and intuitive interface.

Coupled with PowerMed's core comprehensive EMR, Practice Suite offers a state-of-the-art solution for any busy practice.

- Easy to use custom templates
- Advanced image and document management
- Feature-rich EMR
- Native EMR/PM integration

Discover the power of managing your practice with Practice Suite. Call 888-621-5565 today for more information or to arrange a presentation. PowerMed software is Windows and Macintosh compatible.